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Abstract— Prediction and forecasting has been significant area of study in computer science since last decades. Out of various 

approaches, soft computing data driven models are very effective for forecasting. Soft Computing Models are usefully 

applicable when the relationship between the parameters are very complex to understand. India a disaster prone country which 

requires such major soft computing based data driven models to handle disasters like flood, drought, landslide etc. Flood has a 

major impact in many parts of India out of which Cauvery, Godavari and Ganges river basins are the mostly affected regions. 

The paper attempts to forecast floods by modeling river flow in the area of Cauvery river basin of India which has a 

complicated topography. In this study, the potential of two data driven techniques namely, Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference 

System (ANFIS) and Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) were used for forecasting floods by predicting river flow in Cauvery 

river sub-basin of southern India. The techniques were applied on various models constructed from combinations of various 

antecedent river flow values from two gauging stations and the results were compared for the best fit models of each technique. 

To get more accurate assessment of results of the models, three standard statistical quantitative performance assessment 

parameters, the Mean Squared Error (MSE), the coefficient of correlation (R) and the Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) were 

used to analyze the performances of the models developed. A complete comparison of the overall performance indices 

demonstrated that the ANFIS models performed better than GPR models in flood prediction. 

Keywords—Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), Gaussian Process Regression (GPR), Mean Squared Error 

(MSE), the coefficient of correlation (R), Nash-Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Forecasting and prediction problems have been studied by 

various researchers during the past few decades. Forecast 

models can be classified into the two main categories, 

physical statistical models and data driven models. 

Physically statistical models are complicated and need 

advanced mathematical and statistical tools, a significant 

quantity of calibration data and some degree of expertise and 

experience with those models [1]. On the other hand, data 

driven models do not furnish any knowledge of the 

hydrological processes, they are very helpful for forecasting 

where the underlying relationship between the parameters are 

very complex to understand and model mathematically [2]. 

River flow forecasting is very important for flood prediction 

as they can result in loss of life, destruction of infrastructure, 

devastation of power generation capacity, scarcity of clean 

drinking water and increased likelihood of waterborne illness 

[3].  

In the recent past, various data driven techniques that have 

emerged and became popular in the research community for 

solving computationally demanding problems are Adaptive 

Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and Gaussian 

Process Regression (GPR). These models provide superiority 

over conventional modeling by providing the ability to 

handle noisy and uncertain data in dynamic and nonlinear 

systems thus providing us the ability to utilize them in 

analyzing and assessing various phenomenon causing 

disasters where it is not possible to fully avoid the 

uncertainty in datasets. 

In the past few decades, the focus of research has been 

shifting from conventional methods of forecasting to data 

driven Soft Computing methods extensively. A hybrid 

method combining ANN and Fuzzy Logic called Adaptive 

Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) has been 

extensively used in recent years for forecasting disasters. 

ANFIS technique was employed for landslide susceptibility 

mapping [4]. The authors present a comparative study of 

ANFIS and multi-objective evolutionary neural network for 

predicting floods [5]. ANFIS was used for the purpose of 

drought prediction in Anatolia, Turkey [6].  The authors 

apply ANN and ANFIS methodologies and provide a 
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comparative study for river flow forecasting [7]. ANFIS is 

applied for hydrological modeling and river flow forecasting 

of river Great Menderes, located in western Turkey [8]. The 

authors developed an artificial neural network for rainfall 

prediction [9].  Another research provided classification of 

data mining techniques for the purpose of weather prediction 

using machine learning [10]. 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) has also been gaining 

importance in this field. The GPR was employed for the 

prediction of stream water temperature of Drava River, 

Republic of Croatia [11]. The authors employed GPR to 

perform one month ahead streamflow prediction of river 

basins in United States of America [12]. 

The main aim of this study is to analyze the applicability and 

efficiency of Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System 

(ANFIS) and Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) for 

modeling and forecasting floods in the Cauvery Basin 

subzone located in Southern India. This paper obtains the 

results of these two data driven models and compares them to 

examine their accuracy in modeling the river flow for flood 

forecasting and evaluate their performance. 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II 

describes the various methods implemented in this paper. In 

Section III, the study area is discussed. Section IV describes 

the dataset and performance criterion used for testing the 

accuracy of the various techniques. Section V explains the 

model inputs, configuration and discusses the results. Section 

VI concludes the paper. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Data driven methods have been applied by researchers in the 

field of disaster management successfully as they aim to 

exploit tolerance is data for imprecision, uncertainty and 

partial truth to achieve robustness effective solutions [13]. 

Although it is not possible to fully avoid the natural disasters 

due to the uncertainty in datasets related to disasters, but 

their impact can be minimized by developing an appropriate 

forecasting system, through application of data driven soft 

computing techniques for more accurate and successful 

disaster management activities. 

A. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) is a 

universal approximator and is able to approximate any real 

continuous function on given dataset set to any degree of 

precision [14]. ANFIS is functionally analogous to fuzzy 

inference systems. There are two types of fuzzy inference 

system in the literature: the Sugeno–Takagi inference system 

and the Mamdani inference system. In this paper, the first-

order Sugeno–Takagi fuzzy model is used for modeling 

which is detailed as follows. 

 

The first-order Sugeno–Takagi fuzzy model for two inputs x 

and y and one input z can be expressed as: 

 

Rule 1: If x is A1 and y is B1; then f1 = p1x + q1y + r1 

Rule 2: If x is A2 and y is B2; then f2 = p2x + q2y + r2 

 

where p1, q1, r1 and p2, q2, r2 are the parameters in the 

consequent part of the first-order Sugeno–Takagi fuzzy 

model. Figure 1 shows the architecture of ANFIS composed 

of five layers.  

 

 

Figure 1: ANFIS architecture for 2 – input first order Sugeno Takagi fuzzy 

model with 2 rules. 

 

Layer 1: Every node in this layer is an adaptive node with a 

node function as described below. 

                                                                 

       {
    

( )          

     
( )          

     (1) 

 

here x and y are input to node i and Ai and Bi-2 are linguistic 

label associated with this node. Therefore, O1,i is the 

membership grade of a fuzzy set A1, A2, B1 or B2 

characterized by shape of membership function such as 

gaussian, bell, triangular or trapezoidal.  

 

Layer 2: This layer consists of a number of nodes each of 

which is labelled Prod and produces the product of all the 

incoming inputs in it as its output. 

 

                 
( )    

( )              (2) 

            

The output from each of these nodes represent the firing 

strength of the corresponding rule. 

 

Layer 3: Nodes in this layer are fixed nodes labelled Norm 

and the i
th

 node of this layer calculates the ratio between the 

i
th

 rule's firing strength and the sum of the firing strengths of 

all the rules. 

                     ̅̅ ̅   
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The outputs of these nodes are referred to as the normalized 

firing strengths. 

 

Layer 4: The node function of i
th

 node which calculates the 

contribution of i
th

 rule to the model output in this layer is: 

 

 

 

                      ̅̅ ̅      ̅̅ ̅(            )                     
(4) 
 
where wi is the normalized firing strength from layer 3 and 

{pi, qi, ri} is the parameter set of the i
th

 node and is known as 

consequent parameters. 

 

Layer 5: This single node layer calculates the output of the 

network by the summation of incoming inputs and is 

expressed as: 

 

                    ∑   ̅̅ ̅     
∑      

∑    
                                 

(5) 
 

The ANFIS is trained using a hybrid learning algorithm 

composed of least squares and gradient descent methods. The 

least squares method is used to identify the consequent 

parameters in layer 4 during forward pass. During the 

backward pass the errors are propagated backward and the 

premise parameters are updated using the gradient descent 

method. 

 

B. Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) 

Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) models represent a 

nonparametric and kernel based probabilistic technique for 

the purpose of solving nonlinear regression [15]. Consider a 

training dataset {{xi, yi}; i = 1, 2… n}, where xi ϵ R
d
 and yi ϵ 

R, are taken from an unknown distribution.  A GPR method 

forecasts the value of an output variable y* given the new 

input vector x* and the training data. 

 

A linear regression model is of the form 

 

                                                                              (6)  

   
where ϵ ~ N (0,σ

2
). The error variance σ

2
 and the coefficient 

β are approximated from the data.  A GPR model calculates 

the output by proposing latent variables, f (xi), i = 1, 2… n, 

from a gaussian process and basis function h. The covariance 

of the latent variables represents the smoothness of the 

output and basis function h project the inputs x into a p-

dimensional feature space.        

 

A gaussian process is a set of random variables chosen in 

such a way that any finite number of them have a gaussian 

distribution. If {f{x}, x ϵ R
d
} is a gaussian process, then for 

{x1,x2,…,xn}, the distribution of random variables 

f(x1),f(x2),…,f(xn) is gaussian and E(f(x)) = m(x) and 

Cov[f(x),f(x´)] = E[{f(x) – m(x)}{f(x´) – m(x´)}] = k(x, 

x´)are the mean and covariance functions of the gaussian 

process. Now consider the following model: 

                    ( )    ( )                                                       

(7)    

where f(x) ~ GP (0, k(x, y´)) i.e., f(x) are from a zero mean 

gaussian process with covariance function k(x, x´). h(x) are a 

set of basis functions that convert the original input x ϵ R
d
 

into h(x) ϵ R
n
. β is a p X 1 array of basis function 

coefficients. This model represents a GPR model and an 

instance of output y can be given as: 

       (  | (  )   )    (  | (  )
    (  )   )        

(8) 

 

III. STUDY AREA 

The applicability of the various mentioned techniques as a 

time series forecasting model is studied in this paper. To 

demonstrate the ability and validity of these methods for time 

series forecasting and modeling, the Cauvery River, the 

biggest in southern India is chosen. The river has been used 

for irrigation, domestic and industrial use and hydropower 

generation. The Cauvery river basin is one of the most 

important agricultural regions in south India. It has a length 

of 800 km and a drainage area of 81,155 km
2
. The annual 

runoff potential of Cauvery river is 21.36 km
3
 [16]. The 

location of Cauvery River and its drainage basin are shown 

on Figure 2. There are two river flowing gauge stations, 

Kodumudi and Musiri equipped with automatic daily flow 

recorders on the Cauvery river main branch as shown in 

Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, the river flow gauging 

station of Kodumudi is located upstream of Musiri. The data 

records of both these river gauging stations are used for river 

flow and flood forecast modeling. 
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Figure 2: Location of Cauvery River and Gauging Stations. 

IV. MODEL DEVELOPMENT  

A. Description of Data 

In this paper, the performance of ANFIS and GPR were 

examined on daily flow. To achieve this, 17 year flow data 

was available from 2000 to 2016 [17]. In total, the number of 

days for which the flow data was available were 3562. The 

data were divided into two sets: a training data composed of 

years 2000-2015 and a testing dataset of year 2016. This 

paper utilizes whole year dataset was used in training of the 

models as it allows the incorporation of numerous 

hydrological conditions that are prevalent throughout 

different seasons of the year. In this way, the models become 

more resilient for handling different hydrological conditions 

that occur in the whole time series [18]. The daily statistical 

parameters which contain the minimum value Mmin, 

maximum value Mmax, mean Mmean, standard deviation Mstdev 

and skewness coefficient Mske of the river flow data are 

shown on Table 1. 

 

Table1: Statistical Parameters of Dataset 

 Mmin Mmax Mmean Mstdev Mske 

Training 0.08 7690.26 323.78 383.05 6.07 

Test 1.23 683.86 195.15 164.19 0.29 

 

The number of lags were selected according to the partial 

auto-correlation function (PCF) of daily flow data of Musiri 

gauging station which is shown in Figure 3. It is clear from 

the figure that first two lags have significant effects on Mt+1. 

The cross correlation of the Musiri and Kodumudi gauging 

stations presented in Figure 4 shows a significant correlation 

for up to two days lag in the flow data. Thus two previous 

lags of Musiri and two lags of Kodumudi gauging stations 

were considered as inputs to the model in this study. The 

inputs present the previous flow (t-1 and t-2) and the output 

corresponds to the flow at time t+1. Thus, the structure of the 

forecasting models are shown in Table 2 where the Musiri 

gauge flow data is represented as M and Kodumudi gauge 

flow data is represented as K. 

 
 

Figure 3: Partial auto-correlation function of daily flow data 

of Musiri Gauge station. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Cross-correlation function of daily flow data of 

Musiri and Kodumudi Gauge stations. 

 

Table 2: Model Structures for Forecasting 

Model 

No. 

Input Structure No. of 

Variables 

Output 

M1 Mt-1 1 Mt+1 

M2 Mt-1 Mt-2 2 Mt+1 

M3 Mt-1 Kt-1 2 Mt+1 

M4 Mt-1 Mt-2 Kt-1 3 Mt+1 

M5 Mt-1 Kt-2 2 Mt+1 

M6 Mt-1 Mt-2 Kt-2 3 Mt+1 
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M7 Mt-1 Mt-2 Kt-1 Kt-2 4 Mt+1 

 

B. Data preprocessing 

For the purpose of obtaining efficient and accurate training 

of the models, the data are needed to be normalized. It was 

reported in [19] that models trained on normalized data attain 

better performance and rapid convergence. In this paper, 

normalization is performed on all data scaled in the range 0 - 

1 independently by employing the following equation: 

                        
       

          
                                    

(9) 

 

 

where X' is the normalized value, X is the sample value, Xmin 

is the minimum value and Xmax is the maximum value. 

 

C. Model Performance Criteria 

The performance of the models developed in this paper were 

evaluated using three standard statistical performance 

assessment criteria. The statistical measures used were the 

Mean Squared Error (MSE), coefficient of correlation also 

known as Regression (R) and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency 

coefficient (NS). MSE gives the information about the 

predictive ability of the model, R measures the degree to 

which two variables are linearly related and NS gives the 

predictive power of the models. MSE provides the average 

squared difference between output of the model and the 

actual test outputs. It can be calculated as follows: 

                 
 

 
∑ (      )

  
                              (10) 

 

where n is the size of dataset, ai is the output of the model 

and ti is the corresponding actual output. 

R is defined as the correlation between targets and outputs. 

When the value of R = 1, it means that there is a close 

relationship between targets and outputs and is R = 0, it 

means that there is random relationship between the two. It is 

calculated by the equation: 

               
∑ (     ̅)(     ̅) 

   

√∑ (     ̅) ∑ (     ̅)  
   

 
   

                   (11) 

 

The Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NS) can be 

measured as: 

                  
∑ (      )

  
   

∑ (     ̅)  
   

                    (12) 

 

where n is the size of dataset, ai is the output of the model 

and ti is the corresponding actual output. A model can be 

claimed to give a perfect prediction if the NS criterion is 

equal to 1 but a model can considered as accurate if the NS 

value of larger than 0.8 as shown in [20]. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study ANFIS and GPR methods were applied to the 

models developed above and the results are described in this 

section. The implementation and analysis of results of the 

above mentioned techniques were performed in MATLAB 

2017b. 

A. Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) 

The ANFIS technique was applied to all seven models. The 

number of membership functions was considered 4 or 5 

according to the type of model. The type of membership 

function used for all models was of Trapezoidal-shaped 

membership function which is function of a vector x and 

depends on four scalar parameters a, b, c and d and is given 

by (13). The parameters of the membership functions were 

adjusted using the back-propagation algorithm. The outputs 

function of the ANFIS model was considered as a linear 

type.  

          (         )   

{
 
 

 
 

     
   

   
      

       
   

   
      

     

                  

(13) 

 

 

Table 3 illustrates the performance indices from all seven 

models trained using ANFIS technique. As observed in the 

table Model 6 composed of both antecedent flow data of 

Musiri gauging station and the second antecedent flow data 

of Kodumudi gauging station has the lowest MSE value of 

0.00549, highest R value of 0.945 and highest NS value of 

0.8937 is the best fit model for ANFIS technique. The 

comparison between the observed and the ANFIS computed 

temporal variation of flow obtained during testing of Model 

6 is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Table 3: Performance Indices of ANFIS Models 

Model MSE R NS 

M1 0.01722 0.863 0.6667 

M2 0.02938 0.778 0.4320 

M3 0.18635 0.437 0.6054 

M4 0.18584 0.288 0.5914 

M5 0.03503 0.729 0.3230 

M6 0.00549 0.945 0.8937 

M7 0.23587 0.248 0.5583 
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Figure 5: Comparison of observed and ANFIS predicted flow obtained from Model 6 during testing. 

 

B. Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) 

Table 4 represents the performance indices of the models 

obtained after applying GPR technique. As can be observed 

from Table 4 that the Model 3 which consists of one 

antecedent flow data of both the gauging stations has the 

lowest MSE value of 0.04417, the highest R value of 0.684 

and NS value of 0.6454 and thus it was selected as the best 

fit model for GPR in this study. The comparison between the 

observed and the GPR computed temporal variation of flow 

obtained during testing of Model 3 is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Table 4: Performance Indices of GPR Models 

Model MSE R NS 

M1 0.08397 0.301 0.2246 

M2 0.04934 0.670 0.0465 

M3 0.04417 0.684 0.6454 

M4 0.05350 0.591 0.0341 

M5 0.06047 0.620 0.1687 

M6 0.06906 0.569 0.3346 

M7 0.05546 0.500 0.0718 

 

The performances of best fit models of ANFIS and GPR are 

shown in Table 5. It can be observed from the results that 

ANFIS model seem to perform better than other models as it 

has minimum MSE and highest R and NS values. The model 

of ANFIS showed good prediction for low values of flow but 

was unable to maintain its accuracy for peak value of flow. 

The GPR model was not able to predict the flow with high  

 

 

 

accuracy as is evident from high value of MSE and low 

values of R and NS. 

 

Table 5: Comparison of Performance Indices of ANFIS and 

GPR Best Fit Models 

Technique Model MSE R NS 

ANFIS M6 0.00549 0.945 0.8937 

GPR M3 0.04417 0.684 0.6454 

 

Overall, the ANFIS techniques can give good forecasting 

performance and could be successfully employed to establish 

prediction models that could provide accurate and reliable 

flood forecasts. The results show that the ANIFS model was 

superior to GPR models in flood and river flow forecasting. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this study, ANFIS and GPR models were developed for 

forecasting of floods based on antecedent values of river flow 

data. For attaining the objective, the Musiri and Kodumudi 

gauging stations located on the Cauvery River in southern 

India has been selected as case study. The results of ANFIS 

and GPR models were compared and evaluated based on their 

testing performance. While comparing the results of these 

models it was observed that the MSE values of ANFIS model 

were lower than GPR model. Moreover, the R and NS values 

of ANFIS model were higher than those of GPR model. 

Therefore, the ANFIS model could improve the accuracy over 

the GPR model. The results also demonstrated that ANFIS 

model showed good forecast accuracy for low values of flow 
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but was unable to maintain its accuracy for peak value of 

flow. Overall, the analysis done in this study demonstrates 

that ANFIS method was better to the GPR method in flood 

forecasting. 

Although the results from the study were satisfactory and 

ANFIS model can be successfully applied for flood prediction 

but these models underestimate peak values of flood 

conditions and thus future work is needed to improve the 

forecast accuracy for higher values of flow by using other 

hybrid methods or improving model parameters. 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of observed and GPR predicted flow obtained from Model 3 during testing. 
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